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Analysis of Ethernet Traffic Statistical
Properties

Michal Kociský, Jozef Lasz and Ivan Kotuliak
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Traffic profile, mainly its self-similarity properties, can
have crucial impact on the network performance. In
this regard, we evaluate traffic profile of Ethernet traffic.
We have performed a measurement of the traffic on
Ethernet network. Captured data has been analyzed from
the protocol point of view, with the stress on the self-
similarity, LRD and SRD properties. To evaluate these
characteristics, properties of wavelet transform (DWT)
are deployed and, based onα parameter, scaling property
of traffic is estimated. We show that self-similarity is
present in analyzed data and that it depends on analyzed
time scale and on analyzed protocol.

Keywords: traffic profile, self-similarity, wavelet trans-
form, hurst parameter, SRD, LRD

1. Introduction

Traffic properties are in the center of interest
for few decades. They can significantly influ-
ence performances of the switches [2,3] and can
have disastrous impact mainly on loss and de-
lay. The phenomenon of self-similarity is well
known and studied in different areas of research,
including network performance.

Statistical properties of traffic are changingwith
new applications and new Internet deployment.
In this article, we present detailed study of sta-
tistical properties of Ethernet traffic. Analyzed
Ethernet traffic was captured on university net-
work and under two aggregation levels. This
study is based on two main branches: the first
one focuses on a classical statistical properties
like variance and protocol volume rates. The
second part is devoted to self-similarity evalua-
tion deploying properties of wavelet transform.

Our previous works [7,9] focused on the pro-
tocol representation in the measured data. In
this article, we extend this view to the scaling

properties of the traffic. In [2], similar study
was presented using R/S approach. We prefer
Abry-Veitch estimator [4,5,6] based on proper-
ties of wavelet transform. Comparing to these
works, we extend the study of scaling properties
to upper layers too and we also compare scaling
coefficients under different levels of aggrega-
tion.

The rest of the text is organized as follows:
Section 2 deals with self-similarity (SS), Long-
Range dependence (LRD) and Short Range De-
pendence (SRD). Definitions and theoretical
bases are also given here. Section 3 describes
network model used for Ethernet traffic mea-
surement. In Section 4, we analyze captured
data and provide results for parameters α and H
for whole traffic as well as for different proto-
cols. Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2. Self-similarity and Long-range
Dependence

It is now widely accepted that network traffic
exhibits LRD [1]. Even though practical im-
plications of this discovery are not completely
understood yet, it is known that traditional Pois-
son models of network traces cannot capture
the behavior of LRD traffic. Often, LRD data is
also SS [2,3], indicating that it possesses similar
statistical properties on multiple time scales.

Self-similarity and long-range dependence are
closely related phenomena. Self-similarity is
the property that, as you scale a process (zoom
in on the details), you see the same structure
repeated, and the statistical properties (for in-
stance mean, variance, or marginal distribution)
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are the same (under a transformation). LRD re-
lates to correlations in the data which, though it
is decreasing over wider ranges, never becomes
insignificant.

Consider a discrete time stochastic process or
time series Xt ∈ Z where Xt is interpreted as the
traffic volume measured in packets or bytes at
time instance t. We denote cumulative process
(total traffic volume from time 0 up to time t)
by Yt and we reserve Xt to be increment process
corresponding to Yt , that is,

Xt = Yt − Yt−1.

Following is a definition of self-similarity for
continuous time process in the sense of finite di-
mensional distributions. Consider the cumula-
tive process Yt, albeit in continuous time t ∈ R.
Yt is self-similar with self-similarity parameter
H (Hurst parameter), 0 < H < 1, if for all
a > 0 and t ≥ 0

Yt =d a−HYat (1)

Thus Yt and its time-scaled version Yat after
normalizing by a−H must follow the same dis-
tribution.

Stationary process Xt is said to be long-range
dependent if its autocorrelation function ρ(k)
has the asymptotic form:

ρ(k) ∼ cpk
−β as k → ∞ (2)

where 0 < β < 1 and real number cp > 0.
Afterwards,

H = 1 − β/2 (3)

Autocorrelation function of the process which
exhibits LRD sums to infinity Σkρ(k) = ∞.

This non-summability of the correlation cap-
tures the intuition behind LRD, namely that
while high-lag correlations are all individually
small, their cumulative effect is important and
gives rise to features which are drastically dif-
ferent from those of the more conventional, i.e.,
SRD.

The latter are characterized by an exponential
decay of the autocorrelations, i.e.,

ρ(k) ∼ δ k, as k → ∞ (4)

0 < δ < 1, resulting in a summable autocorre-
lation function 0 < Σkρ(k) < ∞.

When working in the frequency domain, LRD
manifests itself in a spectral density that obeys
a power-law behavior near the origin. Thus,
from the spectral analysis point of view, LRD
implies that f (0) = Σkρ(k) = ∞, that is, it
requires a spectral density which tends to +∞
as the frequency λ approaches 0 (“1/f -noise”).
On the other hand, SRD is characterized by a
spectral density function f (λ ) which is positive
and finite for λ = 0.

LRD is also commonly defined as the power-
law divergence at the origin of its spectrum:

f x(ν) ∼ cf |ν|−α , |ν| → 0. (5)

for some positive constant cf and some real
α ∈ (0, 1).

The power-law decay is such that the sum of all
correlations (out from any lag) is always appre-
ciable, even if, individually, the correlations are
small. The past, therefore, exerts a long-range
influence on the future.

The main parameter of LRD is the dimension-
less scaling exponent α. It describes the quali-
tative nature of scaling – how behavior on dif-
ferent scales is related. The value of α helps us
determine which kind of scaling is present:

α = 0 suggest short-range dependent
α = (0, 1) long-range dependent (6)
α > 1 self-similar

In the case of LRD, α is a directly relevant
parameter, however this is sometimes given as
Hurst parameter H. However, H is not the pa-
rameter of strict self-similarity, it is merely a
convention to rewrite alpha in this way for LRD
processes and it is defined (for LRD traffic) as:

H = (α + 1)/2. (7)

In addition, the Hurst parameter h for SS is de-
fined as:

h = (α − 1)/2. (8)

Related parameters cp and cf are quantitative
parameters giving a measure of magnitude of
LRD-induced effects. The parameters may be
estimated jointly using theAbry-Veitchwavelet-
based estimator [4,5,6], or, separately, by a num-
ber of other techniques [3].

Heavy-tailedness [12] of certain network related
variables e.g., file sizes and connection dura-
tions can be shown to underlie the root cause
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of long-range dependence and self-similarity in
network traffic.

A random variable Z has a heavy-tailed distri-
bution if

Pr{Z > x}cx−ϕ , x → ∞ (9)

where 0 < ϕ < 2 is called the tail index or
shape parameter and c is a positive constant.

That is, the tail of the distribution, asympto-
tically, decays hyperbolically. This is in con-
trast with light-tailed distributions e.g., expo-
nential andGaussianwhich possess an exponen-
tially decreasing tail. A distinguishing mark of
heavy-tailed distributions is that they have infi-
nite variance for 0 < ϕ < 2, and if 0 < ϕ ≤ 1,
they have also unbounded mean. In the net-
working context, we will be primarily interested
in the case 1 < ϕ < 2. A frequently used
heavy-tailed distribution is the Pareto distribu-
tion whose distribution function is given by

Pr{Z ≤ x} = 1 −
(

b
x

)ϕ
, b ≤ x, (10)

where 0 < ϕ < 2 is the shape parameter and
b is called the location parameter. The mean
is given by ϕk/(ϕ − 1). We say that there are
distributions e.g., Weibull and log-normal that
have subexponentially decreasing tails, but pos-
sess finite variance.

3. Considered Model of Measurement

Traffic measurement has been performed on
university Ethernet network using transparent
bridge. Bridging was implemented using Linux
kernel 2.4 and using bridging extensions in ker-
nel. Two 100 Mbps network adapters, which
served as bridge ports, were used during mea-
surements. This transparent bridge was inte-
grated into existing network to be able to mon-
itor all passing traffic. Traffic was measured
and later analyzed by implemented network an-
alyzer based on pcap [8] library. To compare
different traffic aggregations and their impact
on the traffic properties, we have performed
two measurements. The first one on 100 Mbps
department to university backbone connection
(aggregation of about 100 computers) and the
second one on a small 100 Mbps LAN segment
(consisting of 10 computers).

4. Captured Data Analysis

This Section provides the analysis of measured
traffic and its graphical presentation. Figure
1 shows the output of backbone data captur-
ing including basic characteristics. This output
is generated directly by our analyzer and dis-
played statistics aremeasurement length, packet
volumes, protocol overhead (headers volume to
frames volume ratio) and protocol representa-
tion. The protocol representation shows the dis-
tribution ofmeasured frames over various layers
in their amount (absolute value and percentage)
and volume (in bytes).

Figure 1. General statistics of captured frames.

We have evaluated traffic in data link, network,
transport and application layer of the TCP/IP
model. Nevertheless, presented are only graphs
for application layer packets for better illustra-
tion (the ARP, ICMP and UDP traffic is minor
in comparison with IP and TCP, respectively).
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In Figure 2, the comparison of applications over
TCP in the backbone is given (volume of trans-
ferred packets in Bytes). The values are sums
of captured packets (and their lengths) during
30 s periods. We have observed that majority
of data was transferred using HTTP and SSH
protocols. FTP, TELNET and NetBIOS proto-
cols remain only poorly represented in provided
measures. The reason of this fact is that nearly
all communication, including data transfer, is
made using secured connection (SSH) and by
WWW data (HTTP). Representation in packet
volume is similar and its detailed description
can be found in [7].

Figure 2. Volume of captured application layer packets
over TCP in time scale (statistics record period 30 s).

In Figure 3, the time scales of applications over
UDP in the backbone are given (volume of
transferred packets). In comparison with the
previous graph for TCP applications (Figure 2),
we can see that TCP is more dominant and more
important protocol. UDP is used mainly for RT
traffic transporting and for service packets like
DNS or BOOTP (DHCP).

Figure 3. Volume of captured application layer packets
over UDP in time scale (statistics record period 30 s).

In Figure 4 and Figure 5, the distribution of
frame length is given in volume (Figure 4)
and in packet amount (Figure 5). The most
present are 60 B long frames (35%) and frames
longer than 1400 B (39.5%). It is obvious that
frames longer than 1400 B transport majority of
data (82.5%). Other lengths are not so impor-
tant. The important lengths are given by defined
minimum Ethernet II frame length (60 B) and
maximum frame length (1514 B). Service and
control packets (ARP, ICMP, routing info, TCP
ACK) usually use the minimum length. The
maximum length frames serve for data transfer.
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Figure 4. Frame size distribution (amount).
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Figure 5. Frame size distribution (volume).

In Figure 6, the comparison of applications over
TCP in the LAN segment is given (volume of
transferred packets). The main difference be-
tween local and backbone traffic is presence of
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NetBIOS protocol (in this case NetBIOS Ses-
sion Service). When we look at the local seg-
ment results, HTTP [10] and SSH [11] protocols
are in volume preceded by NetBIOS packets
(48.2% of entire local traffic are NBSS pack-
ets). On the other hand, nearly none of Net-
BIOS packets is routed to the backbone of the
network.
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Figure 6. Volume of captured application layer packets
over TCP in time scale (statistics record period 30 s) –

LAN segment.

NetBIOS packets in Windows networks serve
for transporting, logging information, shared
disk file transfer etc. Note that volume of the
traffic differs significantly comparing backbone
connection (Figure 2) and LAN measurement
(Figure 6).

4.1. Self-similarity Evaluation

In this subsection, we proceed the analysis of
measured Ethernet traces with evaluation of
their scaling properties (see Section 2). For that
purpose, we use Abry-Veitch wavelet-based es-
timator [4,6], which generates the Logscale Dia-
gram (LD). LD allows us the estimation of key
parameter, the scaling exponentα (Eq. 2,3). We
estimate α on time series, which we get from
traces as a sum of packets sizes on 2 and 20 sec-
onds intervals. We apply such analysis on the
whole traffic and on TCP and UDP protocols
separately.

In Figure 7 and Figure 8 there are LD’s for the
whole traffic, where the volume of transferred
bytes are divided into 2 seconds (Figure 7) and

20 seconds intervals (Figure 8). In LD, the x-
axis is represented by octaves j, where j corre-
sponds to dilatation operator of discrete wavelet
transform. Due to the dyadic nature of wavelet
basis, there are half as many points (number of
wavelet coefficients) at scale j+1 as at the finer
scale j. The solid line in LD’s represents esti-
mation of variance of wavelet details, which is
on each octave completed with confidence in-
tervals (vertical bars). The slope of the straight
dashed line over selected range of scales, using
weighted regression, yields an accurate estimate
for the LRD exponent α. Number of vanishing
moments N is needed to ensure that the wavelet
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Figure 7. LD for the whole traffic bytes measured on
backbone of LAN network divided into 2 s.
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Figure 8. LD for the whole traffic bytes measured on
backbone of LAN network divided into 20 s intervals.
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details are well defined and Q is a goodness
of fit statistic, which helps with the choice of
scaling range.

In Table 1 and Table 2, we present estimated
parameters α, H (for LRD traffic) and h (for
SS traffic). Values are given for different in-
tervals (2 s and 20 s) and for whole traffic,
TCP traffic and UDP traffic. Table 1 deals with
LAN segment, which represents low aggrega-
tion traffic (about 10 of computers) and Table
2 with backbone representing high aggregation
(100 of computers).

α
H for
LRD

h for
SS

TCP bytes 2s intervals 2.2 – 0.6

TCP bytes 40ms intervals 2.24 – 0.62

UDP bytes 2s intervals 0.246 0.623 –

UDP bytes 40ms intervals 0.097 0.549 –

whole traffic 2s intervals 2.15 – 0.575

whole traffic 40ms intervals 2.13 – 0.565

Table 1. Estimations of coefficients α, H and h on
data measured on segment of LAN network.

α
H for
LRD

h for
SS

TCP bytes 2s intervals 1.57 – 0.285

TCP bytes 20ms intervals 1.8 – 0.4

UDP bytes 2s intervals 0.75 0.875 –

UDP bytes 20ms intervals 0.73 0.865 –

whole traffic 2s intervals 1.57 – 0.285

whole traffic 20ms intervals 1.8 – 0.4

Table 2. Estimations of coefficients α, H and h on
data measured on backbone network.

Values of parameter α for protocol TCP and for
the whole traffic are very close, while TCP traf-
fic represents 99% of the whole traffic. Evalu-
ated data are of SS nature (h=0.6 for segment
and 0.29 for backbone). In the case of protocol
UDP, the value of parameter α for both time
units is lower than 1 and, therefore, it identifies
LRD character of data. The parameter H yields
to 0.62 for LAN segment and 0.88 for backbone.

Comparing results of local segment and of back-
bone, we can see the similar presence of scaling

process in both traces. While the whole traf-
fic parameters and TCP traffic were Self Simi-
lar, the UDP traffic was LRD. Another impor-
tant point of this evaluation is that the SS phe-
nomenon seems to be more important in local
segment than in backbone. This property should
be confirmed by another, more extensive study.

5. Conclusions

One of the most important phenomena dis-
cussed in the last years in networking research
is the self-similarity (SS). SS phenomenon is
present in all traffic with different power. This
statement served as a frame of the research pro-
vided in this paper.

Considering SS, long-range dependence (LRD)
and short-range dependence (SRD), we have
measured Ethernet traffic on backbone connec-
tion and in LAN and have evaluated its statis-
tical properties. Firstly, we evaluated traffic in
terms of protocols representation in volume and
in number of packets, taking into account statis-
tical properties of measured traffic. This study
focused on data link, network, transport and
application layer of the TCP/IP model, never-
theless presented are only graphs for application
layer. Secondly, we focused on characterization
of the traffic, using wavelet transform to study
its scalability (SS, LRD or SRD). This eval-
uation was done on different protocols and in
different study environments (LAN and back-
bone). We have shown that scalability phe-
nomenon depends on deployed protocol (TCP
yields h=0.6, while the whole traffic h=0.575)
and on the environment and aggregation level
(where segment yields h=0.575 and backbone
h=0.215 only), which is also one of the major
contributions of this article.

It should be emphasized that this work sub-
scribes to the wider research focusing on perfor-
mance of the networks. In this scope, the next
step of this work is to use wavelet transform for
traffic with defined statistical properties gener-
ation (synthesis). Such approach can improve
analytical and simulation-based evaluations of
various network models.
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